Bio of Richard Fox
as to Benjamin Franklin role.
I found myself drawn to the study and reasoning of our US history. My interest started in the early
1980s, all stemming from my mothers immigration to this nation.
In time I began work and learning in “Living History” this provided my with the opportunity to bring
a reality in education to the public. Mostly in the life of common people.
In 2005 I was given the opportunity to become Benjamin Franklin in the TV series “Mysteries of the
Free Masons”. It was then that I started my studies of the American Revolution in earnest. With the
focus on Ben as well as the people and the citizens of the time.
My interaction and familiarity as Ben has led me to working on several films and TV productions of
the that time period. I was selected to be Ben for the Gingrich Foundation film for children's
educational programs, to be released in 2017.

It is in film work I am able to bring Benjamin Franklin to life as well as additional roles the likes of
British Soldiers, Colonial Soldiers, Preachers, Governors, Lawyers, Common judges and Royal Judge
Magistrate, Citizen, Shop Keeper, Drunkard, Thug, Rebel, Bishop and the devil Him Self.

As with Ben’s lifetime roles in my own life I have listed;
Degree in Electrical Engineering, Commercial Hot Air Balloon Pilot with instructor and Pilot
Examiner Designation, 18th century reenactor and educator, Film and TV actor, Ski Instructor,
Ropes and challenge coarse facilitator, Candle Dipper, Leather worker, and one heck of a good GUY
I have done motivational speaking and period history programs along the east coast to all ages from
Pre Kinder garden to Retirement Villages, and all groups and gatherings of Citizens and Soldiers, and
at all celebrations. I have started doing Film Work behind the camera as well as in front.
I look Froward to meeting you and listening to your Questions.

I Remain your most humble of Servants
Benjamin Franklin
aka Rich Fox

